Rolled-out floor mats (RollFloor) are a simple and effective solution to cover uncomfortable areas with eco-friendly wood mini-deck. Our Indoor/Outdoor rugs are made with outdoor rated and environmentally safe thermo-treated American hardwood (known as thermowood) protected against decay for 25-years.

Floor mat RollFloor is a 100% Green wood product - we do not use any chemicals to protect the wood fiber - timber becomes naturally protected and looks like mahogany by proprietarily high-temperature treatment in special chambers. To create our floor mats we fasten thermo-treated wood planks together with ecologically friendly EPDM backing rubber strips, which are weather durable and as a result our wood rugs are non-slip on ceramic, cement or wooden floors.

Indoor/Outdoor rugs RollFloor are used to cover any flat surface with a much more comfortable natural wood floor (mini-deck). The applications of our area rugs are: bathrooms rugs, patio mats, RV outdoor rugs, outdoor runner, pool decking, basement and porch rugs, on balconies, old deck cover as deck tiles, door mats, pathways in your garden - use them as permanent or temporary solution, as mini-decks or area rugs, outdoors and indoors.

Use our floor mats on top of concrete, ceramic tiles, grass, old decks, sand, boardwalks, even on top of carpet and hardwood floor. RollFloor rug is non-slip on any surface, like ceramic, cement or wooden floors, and does not leave marks.

Use them as indoor/outdoor rugs: as RV outdoor mats, as indoor bathroom rugs, in the garden, or on a balcony – in any environment our product performs perfectly.

Put one floor mat next to another to make a desirable length runner and any width floor mat. Thermo-treatment makes wood durable for 25-years with no any chemicals (100% “Green” product) – you can step barefoot on our roll mat – use them as bathroom rugs.

Thermo-treated wood has a natural brown mahogany or walnut-like color through out all of its depth - this makes scratches invisible.

RollFloor indoor/outdoor rugs are easy to cut to any specific length.

Easy to roll-in and keep it in vertical or horizontal position for storage.

RollFloor rugs are light weight (just 7 lb.).

6 in. x 6 in. x 24 in. when RollFloor wood mat is rolled-in.

RollFloor 2 ft. x 3 ft.
• Specie - Oak
• Box size: 24”x 6”x 6”, 8.0 lbs
• SKU # 11115

RollDeck 3 ft. x 4 ft.
• Specie - Oak
• Box size: 36”x 6”x 6”, 17.0 lbs
• SKU # 11116